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from The Bard 
Theatre presents "As You Li�e It" Friday and Sat· 
p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. 
olity To Be · Tested 
s You Like It' Play 
espeare's works 
old and have been 
tless number of 
tre arts depart­
ping new juice into 
uction. 
THE newest innova­
ern dance choreo-
a member of the 
Jett, graduate stu­
ttoon, will present 
nee versibn of the 
t takes place at the 
lay. 
will be done to a 
of the music of the 
"ch the play is set. 
roach in the field 
·n be the character, 
yed by Greg High­
will sing several Eng-
ls tbr-0ughout the· 
of these are "Under 
od Tree" and "Blow 
1Vinter Wind." 
ERY, designed and 
and Gfirfunkel, a 
Winging team, are 
to perform at 8 
y hi McAfee Gym. 
p is being sponsor­
aena te. No fm·ther 
was available at 
build by Peter T. Vagenas, tech­
nical director, will tend to be 
non-realistic. A great many of 
the effects will be produced by 
lighting and coloring. 
Gay, medieval arches will give 
the stage the effect of a festive 
or carnival ·atmosphere. A part 
of the scenery will be projected 
into the audience, and ·lights will 
cleverly be used to give an im­
pression of the forest of Arden. 
A third aspect of the project 
of creating new approaches will 
be in the costumes designed by 
Douglas Koertge. 
IN ELIZABETHAN times, the 
actors wore their modern day 
dress with some· addition such as 
a shield to show what type of 
�harac.ter was being portrayed 
and the period of the play. 
For the play to .be presented 
here at Eastern, the actors will 
wear modern day clothing with 
some addition such as a cape or 
ruff that will fit the character. 
IN THIS TYPE of theatre, 
there is hardly any stage action 
except that which the actor leads 
the audience to imagjne. 
"As You Like It" will be pre­
sented at 8 'P.m. Nov'. 4 and 5 
and at 2 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 6, 
Tickets may. be obtaine� at the 
box office.. All students are ad­
mitted free upon presentation of 
their student ID's. 
BULLETIN 
The Board of Governors Mon­
day approved a budget request 
of $23,787,033 for the next bi1l11-. 
nium. 
The request must still be ap­
proved by the Higher Board and 
the Legislature. 
Senate Sends Reapportionment 
To Stu dent Body. T_omorro� 
The Student Seante has de­
cided to give the reapportion­
ment issue to the student body. 
The senate convened last 
Thursday night as a committee 
of the whole and reopened the 
reapportionment question. After 
neal'ly two and a half hours of 
debate, it decided to take a pub­
lic opinion poll among the stu­
dents which would be binding 
upon the senate. 
THE POLL, which will be tak­
en from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. tQmor­
row in the University Union un­
der regular election procedures, 
will offer the students three al­
te!·native reapportionment plans. 
One plan will be the plan de­
feated by the senate two weeks 
ago which would give the senate 
30 senators elected at-large from 
Percy Or Douglas? 
the student body as a whole. 
The second plan, which was 
derived from the plan presented 
by Senator James Bond, Thomas 
Hall, at the Executive Council 
meeting on Monday, Oct. . 17, 
would also give the senate 30 
seats. · 
HOWEVER, SIX senators 
would be elected from each of 
three districts-residence halls, 
fraternity and sorority houses, 
and off-campus housing. The re­
maining 12 senators would be 
elected at-large from the student 
body as a whole. 
The third alternative on the 
ballot is retention of the present 
system, which in effect is a no 
vote on reapportionment. 
The senate also rescinded the 
vote on the motion made two 
Mock Election Scheduled Today 
Today's mock election culmin­
ates efforts of two campus or­
gani�ations to anrua·int th�-stw.' 
dent body with political affairs. 
Martin Elzy and Dudley Borah, 
presidents of the Young Demo­
crats and Young Republicans re­
spectively, hope the election will 
make students realize -that parti­
cipation in political functions is 
vital to the operation of both 
campus and national govern­
ments. 
ALTHOUGH party-line poli­
cies separate the two clubs, they 
share the common goals · of of­
fering people a place for recog­
nition, a chance to discuss poli­
tical problems and an opportun­
ity to directly help state political 
offices with campaign programs. 
On Sept. 20, the Young Demo­
crats held their first meeting 
since last March. The club now 
boasts 40 members and believes 
that the campus and state elec-
tions will aid membership ef­
forts. 
"-Our· elub�"l'f!Cei-ves oampaign 
materials from the state Demo­
cratic headquarters, and our ·peo­
ple redistribute them m the 
Charleston area," Elzy said. 
"WE RECENTLY helped sev­
eral local candidtes by stuffing 
over 1,500 envelopes with broch­
ures." 
The Young Republicans have 
70 members. 
"For the upcoming state elec­
tion, the club polled certain pre­
cincts in Charleston and set up 
county :Republican headquarters 
on Sixth Street," Borah said. 
"ON OCT. 3, seven members 
went to Decatur for a leadership 
conference for college gr6ups 
similar to ours. 
After this month's elections 
are over, the two clubs plan to 
have several joint meetings with 
speakers and panel discussions. 
Mr. Clean And His Cohorts 
weeks ago that President Quincy 
Doudna reapportion the sen­
ate and tabled the motion inde-
. finitely. 
ACCORDING TO the motion 
which set up the ·opinion poll, 
the results are binding on the 
senate. Of the three alternatives, 
the plan chosen by the students 
will be presented again to the 
student body as a constitutional 
amendment. 
SENATCIR MIKE Corn, Zoo­
logy Seminar, asked that each 
senator who voted no on the re­
apportionment plan the week be­
fore be· polled to find out his 
reasons for doing so. 
Several of these senators com­
mented that their organizations 
were against the plan because it 
did not really hold a senator re­
sponsible to anyone and that no 
group had any real representa­
tion. 
Treasurer Jim Edgar then in­
troduced a plan which he said 
was a "semi-compromise" be­
tween Senator Bond's plan and 
the at-large plan. 
. J'( .CONSISTED of six. sena­
tors each from residence halls, 
Greek houses and off-campus 
housing-, and 12 senators elected 
at-large from the student body. · 
After an hour of heated de­
bate, Senator Corn, who one 
week earlier made the motion to 
refer reapportionment to Presi­
dent Doudna, moved that the at­
large plan and Edgar's plan be 
placed on a ballot to be given to 
the student body as a public poll 
which would be binding on the 
senate. 
The committee of the whole 
was then dissolved, and Corn 
presented the committee report 
to the senate in the form of a 
motion that the senate. accept 
the committee's plan. The mo­
tion passed unanimously. 
IN REGULAR business, Treas­
urer Jim Edgar :reported that 
the senate had lost $1,135 on 
(Continued on page 11) 
Photo by Betty O"Neal 
Delta Sigma Pi business fraternity pledge 
class spent an afternoon of work Saturday by 
cleaning the tunn31 and the museum beneath 
the Courthouse. 
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ONE HOUR MARTINIZING 
Certifies 
THE MOST IN DRY GLEANING 
616 6th Street Open: 7-5:30 6 Days 
WE ARE- HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE: 
A complete Phonograph Needle Depart­
ment. "It we don't have it, we can get it, FAST." 
Worn needles damage fine records-repla-ce 
yours at our LOW prices - Diamond or 
Sapphire. We also have fine RECORDS to fit 
the needles! ! ! 
·stereo only $3.98 - Mono $2.98 
Come in and see our nice selection of 
Columbia "Masterwork" portable phono­
graphs. Ask your friends about the "O.K." 
Shop with the "O.K." Service. You'll be glad 
you did! ! ! 
0.K. RECORD SHOP 
PHONE 345-5319 
"Where The Swingers Are" 
Next to the Will Rogers Theatre 
I 
Dance To 
RHYJH,M'S 
CHILDR EN 
Saturday, November 5th 
8:00-11 :30 P.M. UNION BALLROOM 
NEWMAN CLUB - SPONSOR 
50c PER PERSON 
It's abo�t time to Talk Turkey again! (as in Thanksgiving) 
So when you Count Blessings, remember to count your 
books! Cost-of-living hike or no, you can still buy a lot of 
book for $1.00 (or less!) ... Prove it at 
THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP 
"Across from Old Main" 
Life, (laughs and/or ecstasy!) Lifesavers even (as in the 
Littlefield Adams or Sarnes -, Nobie Outline series 
"scholars") Name it! Books can bring it to YOU! (WE can 
bring you thebooks ... daily 9-5, Saturday 12-4) 
r hafwtde stance gives sure-foote� handling in a 
- •corner while the ride comes out amazingly smooth and 'silent That's because we designed the suspension with 
'electronic help. A computer was the guinea pig, not you. �Add exclusive rubber-isolated body and drive train tand yotJ've got the new Camaro: Corvette excitement �jtb family�_caL.._driving comfort. - - · 
Manufacturer's suggest9d retail pric1 for C1m1ro 
Sport Couf)I {Mo<iel 12337) shown bbove. 
Price inclvfles Fe<ieral Excise Tax and suggested 
<tea/er delivery an<i handling charge (rransport11-
tion charges. accessories. other optional eqvip• 
menr. state 11n<i /�/ taxes additional}. 
� � 
llammand Performance am I ·m •aue;1.1,,, ' -, For '87, everything neiNthlt', . · , could happen.,. happ•nt1dl i'I . _ ' Now 1i v�111r Chevrolet cltJltr'afJ 
. the Dhavrolet You'va been waiting for. 
l\londay-Th 
7 a.m. Morning Ma 
8 :30 a.m. Best Music 
Camplltl (BMOQf 
9 a.m. Camptrs N1!W1 
10 a.m. Sign Off j 5 p.m. Top Twenty 
7 p.m. Campus News 
7 :05 p.m. Top Twe 
7:30 p.m. Campllf 
7 :35 p.m. Top Tw 
8 p.m. Best Music 
(BMOC) 
9 p.m. Campus News 
9 :05 p.m. Best M · I Campus (BMOCJ. 
11 p.m. Music 'tJ1 
12 a.m. Easy Lis 
3 a.m. Sign Off 
SUPP 
PART 
YOUIG 
y Supports Notional ·Pork 
Eastern Illinois Region 
last strong bid for 
es County, Charles 
ublican candidate 
ator, stopped in 
ay in the midst of 
ilttiistle-stop cam-
aring with U. S. 
Wi l l i a m  L. 
that he would 
a national park in 
ted. 
· g this ,declaration, 
and UPI reporters 
.Uif;osition on medi­
'l tlfhts. 
against medical 
true," said Percy. "We 
of dollars of federal 
ble by not taking 
of the available legis-
ays been progres- · 
area, but I think that 
·rush medicare with­
'ting enough fore­
think you have to judge each 
march individually. When march­
ers in Chicago last summer bloc­
kaded traffic so people couldn't 
get to work, I was opposed to 
it. 
"However, as long as the mar­
ches are peaceful and there is no 
attempt to incite a riot, I see 
nothing wrong with them," 
Percy added. 
Clarifying his stand on a na­
tional park, Percy noted that the · 
area would encompass Lincoln 
Log Cabin State Park, where the 
farm of Abraham Lincoln's par­
ents is located, and the Lincoln 
Reservoir. 
"THE AREA will not only 
provide needed recreational facil-
Ro1CarDa Plays 
Coffee House 
This Saturday at The Colony, 
the coffee house located in the 
basement of the Wesley Founda­
tion, the performers will be Don 
Hartzell and the RoCarDa Three. 
A transfer student from South­
ern, Hartzell is a sophomore from 
Wheaton majoring in history. He 
accompanies himself. on guitar; 
adds a harmonica occasionally, 
and is currently "on a Dylan, 
Erick Anderson, and Donovan 
kick." 
ities for people throughout the 
state, it will bring significant 
economic benefits to Coles and 
Cumberland Counties and the 
cities' of Mattoon and Charles­
ton," Percy said. 
He noted that earlier -in his 
campaign for the Senate he had 
announced the support for the 
accelerated construction of the 
Lincoln Reservoir. 
"The combination of the rec­
reation facilities offered by the 
reservoir and the wooded ridges 
of the Shelbyville glacial mor­
aine, along with the historical in­
terjlst of a site closely associat­
ed with our most famous son, 
fully qualifies this area as an 
appropriate one for national rec­
reation facility," he stated. 
IN RESPONSE to Senator 
Paul H. Douglas' statement that 
he, the Democratic opponent, 
would win by a 200,000 plurality, 
Percy commented, "Each day his 
charges become more irrespon­
sible. He is not talking about the 
real issues-Viet Nam, rising 
prices and racial tension. 
"He states that he is polls 
ahead but acts as if he is in 
trouble. As he continues his 
charges, I will continue to talk 
about problems of the present 
and the past." 
Photo by Scott Red!ield 
Tel I Me, Mr. Percy 
Senatorial candidate Charles Percy looks over his notes dur· 
ing a brief interview with Jim Bond of the 'News.' 
a result, I am now 
of making a care­
iiedicare, trying to 
which it can be im-
DENIED the charge 
e hporter that ·he 
right's marches by 
have .supported some 
d 'IJposed others. I 
THE ATMOSPHERIC 01 d 
English lettering on signs a­
round the Colony Room are 
Hartzell's work. Eastern News 
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The RoCarDa Three is a trio 
of Charlestonian songsters in­
cluding Ron Edwards, an instruc­
tor in physical education at the 
Lab $chool, Carol Timblin, a 
sophomore· English major, and 
Dave Christen, a senior physics 
major at the U. of I. 
Organized last· summer, the 
group will be making its fourth 
"formal" appearance anywhere 
Saturday. They enjoy various 
types of music, but favor folk 
and quiet popular tunes in per­
formance, Miss Timblin said. 
Students Favor Week In Summer 
Jar meeting of the 
• e Com mittee on Oct. 
ith a program to keep 
campus over the 
llitchell, Union direct­
out that many stu­
llways go home over 
ds if ho me is not too 
HOUSE DOORS open at 8 p.m. 
In case of crowding, shows are 
run simultaneously, one upstairs 
and one in The Room' downstairs. 
This week WEIC will broadcast 
briefly from the activity center. 
Chicago Schools Here 
Chicago Public Schools will 
hold a meeting with interested 
students at 7 :30 · tomorrow in 
S216. 
les And Gobs Of Clothes 
By Dick Eccles 
The Student. Senate, in its 
Oct. 6 meeting, passed the Exe­
cutive Committee's propos£;d cal­
endar for the 1967-68 school year. 
This new calendar proposes to 
add one week to the Christmas 
vacation already found on the 
administration calendar, and ex­
tends spring quarter one week. 
IN A RECENTLY -conducted 
News survey, only 28 out of the 
100 students questioned favored 
the addition of the week. 
The 72 students who were op­
posed gave as their main reason 
the fact tha:t a longer _summer 
These Delta Sigs relax after packing ove� 
pounds of clothing collected last Satur· 
day for Korean orphans. A dance held on the 
same evening paid for the postage. 
. 
was better for their summer em­
ployment chances. 
Their point of view can be 
summed up in -the opinion· given 
by Tom Calvin, freshman from 
Clinton: 
"I WOULD RATHER have the 
week in the summer than at 
Christmas," he said, and added 
'Vehicle' Deadline 
To Be Monday 
The deadline for all contribu­
" tions to the first issue of the 
Vehicle is Monday, Nav. 7. 
Contril!uiions of student li­
terary or art works are still be­
. ing solicited for the second issue, 
according to Anth<my Griggs, co-
editor of the Vehicle. ' 
Phi Beta Lambda 
Hosts Workshop · 
Eastern's cha�ter of 'Phi Beta 
Lambda play's host at .a South­
ern Area Workshop Satu:rday at 
the Ramada Inn in Effingh�m. 
Seminars are being arranged to 
discuss the revision of the State 
Constitution, rules and order of 
the State Convention, communi­
cations within the state and ways 
Phi Beta Lambda can aid col­
lege and community. 
Oops! 
O'Meara White, of the School 
of Business, is the sponsor of 
Inte.r Varsity . Christian Fellow­
ship, not Robert White, head of 
the English department, as was 
previously reported. 
The first final examination 
will end at 9:40 a.m., not 9 a.m., 
as was incorrectly reported. 
that, "The extra week in the 
summer will not only improve 
my chances of getting a job, but 
also, it will mean one more week 
to work." 
Representative of those who 
favored the senate proposal was 
Keith Polston, sophomore from 
Raymond: 
"I am in favor of the addi­
tional week at Christmas," said 
Polston. "I've found that a break 
is really needed at that time to 
rest from school, and it would 
also allow more enjoyment of the 
holidays. 
La st Zoo Meeting 
Of quarter Today 
The last Zoology Seminar for 
the fall quarter ·will be held at 
7 p.m. tonight in Room 201 of 
the Life Science Building. 
The seminar will feature a 
talk by William· Ridgeway, zoo­
logy department, on the subject 
of diseases in birds. · 
ANYONE IS 
zoology majors 
urged to attend. 
welcome, and 
are especially 
News Receives 
1 st_,C/ass Rating 
The Eastern News has re­
ceived a "First Class" rating 
from the Associated College 
Press for the second half of 
the 1965-66 academic year. 
The News received 3,560 
points in the ratings, 140 short 
of the highest possible rating, 
"All-American." 
· The rating for the Warbler 
has not yet been sent to the 
yearbook, aceording to Mike 
Baldwin, editor.· 
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Vote To Reapportion Equitably 
The student body has the chance to re­
apportion the senate in the "opinion poll" 
election tomorrow. 
There are three plans for the student 
body to choose from. The third plan on the 
ballot, is for the senate to remain the same. 
The Eastern News rejects this plan as un­
realistic. 
TRUE, THERE would· be no shuffle 
of seats. 
True, all the clubs would remain rep­
resented. True, no senator would lose his 
seat. 
But the senate would remain an inef­
fective, impotent body because of petty 
jealousy and petty power struggles. 
THE FIRST choice given the student 
is the plan that was defeated in the senate 
two weeks ago. It calls for thirty at-farge' 
senators to be elected. Ten would be elect­
ed each quarter. 
The biggest problem with this plan is 
that the senators are responsible to no one 
in particular. They are responsible to the 
students as a whole. 
But if a senator is elected for a term 
of three quarters, and does not represent 
.. 
the students, it would be difficult to re­
move him. 
AND IF HE DOES not represent the 
students, he ought not to be in the senate. 
For these reasons, we reject this plan. 
The second on the ballot for reappor­
tionment would have six senators elected 
in an at-large election within the residence 
halls, si:!( within the Greek houses, and six 
within the off-campus housing districts. 
THESE SEATS would be rounded out 
by twelve at-large senators. The group 
with the most influence could capture these 
seats. 
Many independents will doubtless com­
plain that the Greeks will dominate the 
senate. . 
This need not be so. There are 900 
Greeks on campus as opposed to 4,800 in­
dependents. If the independents turn out 
to vote they could capture all the seats. 
WE SUPPORT THE second plan. We 
believe it to be more equitable than the 
other plan, while �etaining communica­
tion with, and responsibility to the stu­
dents. 
In the "opinion poll" tomorrow, vote 
for the "6-6-6-12 plan." 
Early Bird Suspiciously Wormy 
Imagine a conversation in a few years: 
"Well, John (for want of better name), 
Labor Day's .over, the kids are in school 
and it's time to get out the Christmas 
decorations." 
In recent years, it st!ems that while 
other birds are flying south, the ea�y birds 
come on the scene and infect everyone with 
their parfamlar brand of madness. 
Have you .been down to the _square 
·lately? With the advent of cold weather 
out came the gift wrappings with pictures 
of Santa Claus on thein. 
OUT CAME THE super-dooper toys 
costing only (Get this, Kids!) only $32.96. 
Out came the personalized Christmas 
cards. Out came the fake poinsettias. And 
out came the fake Christmas trees. 
Of course, fake Christmas trees are 
practical. How else are they to last from 
before Halloween until Twelfth Night? 
But what happened to Christmas? It 
kinda got lost in the shuffle. Let's not 
build ourselves QP for an emotional orgy of 
gift-giving only to find that there are 53 
shopping days left until Christmas. 
[LETTERS l but when there is a little clean fun in the c-afeteria, Standards considers this immature and "blows its stack." Inconsideration Cited As Study Obstacle 
"Standards' " Maturity 
Found Questionable 
The purpose of this letter is to 
question the ethics of the Stand­
ards Council of Lincoln Hall. 
There seem to be a number of 
various definitions for the word 
••immature." 
DOES ONE consider coming 
in at hours so intoxicated a 
person cannot sign her own 
name as being mature? That 
seems to be the thing that "The 
College Girl" should do. 
Evidently so, because it never 
goes before Standards Council, 
even if one is loud, obnoxious 
and very unladylike ! ! It is the 
responsibility of every college' 
girl to know whim to come In on 
time. 
She should be wise enough to 
know when her body tells her 
she's tired and should go to 
bed; the parking lot of the dorm 
isn't the place to go to sleep. 
Even this accumulation of late 
minutes receives very little ac­
tion from the Standards Coun­
cil. -
WE ARE fortunate here at 
Lincoln Hall to have a kind and 
understanding dorm director 
whose opinions most of us re­
spect. But do you think the 
"wise, mature" members of the 
Standards Council show respect 
for the views of their elders ? 
No, they are too grown up to 
accept the advice of others. 
All these things go unnoticed, 
This was punished by a week­
end, strict room campus! 
THIS WAS to create respect? 
Fellow students, what do you 
consider immature? 
· Disturbed Residents 
of Lincoln 
Dear Sir: 
It has been said by many 
great educators that the most 
conductive atmosphere for study 
is essential in the learning pro­
cess. 
(Continued on page 5) 
OPINION POLL ON REAPPORTIONMEHI 
Conducted by the Student Senate 
Directions: Put an X in .the box to the left of the opiniQCI 
you hold: 
D The Senate should be reapportioned accordint following: 
Thirty senators elected by and responsible to the s 
body as a whole. 
The Senate should be 
following: 
l) Six senators elected by and responsibft to 
population of the social Greek houses. 
2) Six senators elected by and responsibfl to 
population of the campus residence halis. 
3) Six senators elected by and .responsibli!!I to 
population of off-campus housing and comm 
4) Twelve senators elected by and responsib'fl to 
dent body as a whole. 
D The present system of apportionment should be 
l} One senator from departmental clubs or or 
serving as departmental clubs. 
2) One senator from each residenc� hall. 
3) One senator from each social fraternity and 
4) One senator from the Independent Studenl' 
5) One senator from a group that qualifie$ as 
university organization, petitions, and recei 
of the Senate. 
Vote For Plan Two 
Barb 
Speaks: 
The Student Senate made a de­
cision to ask for opinions from 
the students in an opinion poll 
on the current problem of re­
apportionment - CONGRATU­
LATIONS, SENATORS! 
I was beginning to wonder 
just what type of leadership we 
were breeding on Eastern's cam­
pus when you decided to throw 
the whole mess in the President's 
lap. 
AGAIN I SAY .congratulations 
for standing on your own two 
feet instead of giving up and 
throwing away your right to 
think and do for yourselves. We 
have some good ideas on East­
ern's campus, and the best way 
to help them develop is to do as 
you're doing now, thinking of 
what we can and should do � 
not of what we can't and should­
n't do. 
* * * 
I have heard that on many 
cam1mses the food served in on­
campus housing is terrible, Now, 
some students have made nasty 
comments about the food on this 
campus and I would like to clear­
up the rumor that we have bad 
LOOK AT THB 
served in the v · 
lines - wait, may 
ter NOT look at 
served . . . it's 
tion. Somethi'll  I 
though, are the 
they're very pretefl 
tasty but VERY 
service offers is 
good starch diet 
everyone - with 
thrown in here 
ously though, th 
things that are 
bread, salads, 
salads, rolls and, 
Yes, siree, we 
complain about 
as far as the f 
. As long as we 
survive. And 
"grin and bear it" 
share, we'll sur • 
college studentl. 
BESIDES­
n't so good, what 
to gripe about, 
I have to talk 
umn? 
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Street 
.Beat 
lions Aimed At School 
By James Bond 
r it seems as though students are constantly 
tions made by other students that our fine 
d the times in many areas. 
be t'rue, but what can you expect when cer­
of t!>.e faculty have hidden behind their doc-
and masters degrees and stuck fast to pol­
were set to meet the chal­
ral decades ago. 
CHANGES in curriculum 
dom made because many 
llatterns his style after llstructor that he had 
ere true of every instruc­
how a department could 
ltehind. 
the problem may be even 
that. Assuming the in­
�tterened the present 
rs mode of teaching ten years ago also pat-
tpecific style from an even earlier instructor, 
one Gel>artme:r;it may be as many as 30 years 
FANTASTIC?. Examine Eastern's ·English 
and you might find the element of truth in the 
ment has set new proficiency standards 
as Barry Goldwater would say, "move forward 
' this group (as they will be appropriately re­
ugh it ain't a good use a' grammar) should 
for making the English requirement stif-
GOOD IOEA ! This is a good way to keep a 
ence major who has enlightening ideas and 
well enough on an essay test to receive an A or 
ltstr11Ctor to keep from receiving his degree be­
members of EIU's "Supreme Court" have de-
writing as awkward. 
· 
dent's style is awkward to our English depart­
ver, he doesn't deserve a degree because one 
that his writing will not be understood by the 
of those great defenders of style, the nation's 
ctors. 
WOULD certainly be a waste of time because 
iJ,tnprises .01 per cent of our population and if 
be i'eached, a writer must appeal to the other 
t, a very insignificant group of naive people, 
hty members of our English department must 
IUR 
CHERY 
IPMENT 
At 
Charleston Cleaners 
Quality Cleaning 
We Give S & H 
Green Stamps 
Pick up and delivery 
Service 
610 6th Street 
Moonl ight Bowling 
EVERY SATURDAY 
11 P.M. - I A.M. 
Bowling Wednesday thru Sunday. 
Bring A Date - Come Out And 
Enjoy The Fun. 
BEL-AIRE LANES 
I Block North Of Wilb Walkers 
( Continued from page 4 )  
Libraries and study rooms are 
only two examples of places 
where this atmosphere may be 
found.· 
AT EASTERN the study 
rooms get too little use while 
Booth Library and the Reserve 
Library are elbow-to-elbow every 
night of the week, except Tues­
-day ( uptown to Sportie's night) 
and Friday ( 4 O'clock Club, 
which extends over into the 
early evening) nights. 
The conscientious student who 
goes to the library to further his 
own educational process via the 
most common media of studying 
finds it difficult to study. 
To the other group, which 
comprises more than 50 per cent 
of those occupying space in the 
libraries, I would like to say: 
the Union, lounges in the dormi­
tories and many other "night 
life," spots surrounding EIU's 
campus are placed at your dis­
posal for filling each other in on 
the latest gossip since the night 
before. 
THE LACK of courtesy shown 
their fellow students by some 
of these individuals who are in 
the library not studying, is only 
characteristic of their lack of 
maturity. 
The library is a place for 
learning and study, not coffee 
clatches. 
Sincerely, 
Samuel J. Fosdick, Jr. 
* .. .. 
Student Senate Now 
Productive Group 
To the Editor� 
Last year I wrote a few let­
ters to the News running down 
the Senate because the senate 
very seldom did anythi�g worth­
while. 
The meeting of this past 
Thursday was one of the most 
productive that· I've seen in my 
year and a half of senate mem-
Take a Yellow Cab 
To church, town, bus, 
train or plane. 
ALWAYS QUICK SERVICE 
Two Phones 
5-4444 
. 5-5050 
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Letters 
bership. 
This was the first time that 
I've seen more than half the sen­
ators engage in debate in one 
meeting. 
HOPEFULLY, this meeting 
wHI signal a revival of the sen­
ate. There is no denying, by any 
standards, that the senate is now 
an ineffective and impotent body. 
It has been more than once 
that I have felt, as the News' 
editorial on the senate last week 
said, that we should "abolish the 
senate." But the senate, and the 
senators, last week showed a 
spark of life, and where there's 
life, there's hope. 
Someone commented to me 
that last week's meeting "hurt." 
It's obvious that he has never 
previously attended any senate 
meetings. 
IF THE . SENATE actually 
showed that much interest on 
every issue that came before 
them, it could become a very ef­
fective, very reliable and very 
much listened to voice of stu­
dent opinion. 
Let's hope. 
Tim Thinnes 
Placemen t  Interviews 
Nov. 2-Franklin Life Ins.; J. C. P�ney Co. 
Nov. 3-U. S. Dept. of Commerce; Allied Mills 
Nov. 4-Purdue University (Acct.); Springfield Pancake 
House; Chicago Schools 
Nov. ?-Fidelity Union Ins. Co. 
Nov. 8-Proctor & Gamble; U. S. Rubber Co.; Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin Schools; Allis Chalmers 
Nov. 9-Sinclair Research; l.B.M. - Data Processing; The 
Travelers Ins. 
Nov. 10-Alton Box Board Co.; R.E.A.; Social Security Adm., 
Champaign, Ill. 
Nov. 11-Allstate 
Nov. 14-Woolworth; Vocational Rehabilitation; St. Louis, 
Missouri Schools 
Nov. 15-Marathon (Acct. - Mkt.) 
FOR THAT REALLY 
"SPECIAL" DATE 
Ta�e Her To Dinner Al 
U S GRANT MOTOR INN 
Rt. 16 Downtown, Mattoon 
Home of the REBEL ROOM 
FOR RESERVATION CALL 234-6471 
PIZZA JOE'S 
ANNOUNCES ANOTHER FINE RESTAURANT 
TO SERVE YOU 
ENJOY OUR FINE I I I 
• Steak Dinners 
• Chicken Dinners 
• Spaghetti 
• Beef Sandwiches 
LOCATED IN THE REAR OF 
ORNDORFF'S 
OPEN 1 DAYS, NOON TO I :DO A.M. 
NORTH OF LINCOLN HIGHWAY ON FOURTH ST. 
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Disaster Simulated; Checks -Hospital Stoff Efficien 
By Cathy LaDame 
A disaster drill involving 25 
Eastern students was held Tues­
day evening, Oct. 25. 
The "disaster," was planned 
with the cooperation of the New­
man Club, the theatre arts de­
partment and Charleston Com­
munity Memorial Hospital's Dis­
aster Committee. 
THESE "DISASTERS" are 
arranged approximately once � 
year by the committee, of which 
Dr. Lewis' E. Adkins is in 
charge. 
Dr. Adkins handled the medical 
arrangements, while Mrs. Jen­
kins, director of nursing, coor­
dinated the roles played by the 
Newman Club and the theatre 
arts department. 
This particular disaster drill 
was to simulate the injuries 
which could result if a busload 
of students returning from a 
football game were involved in 
an accident. 
THE 25 "INJURED" students 
were transported by ambulance 
from the Fine Arts Center to 
the hospital after being supplied 
with a variety of "bloody" lacer­
ations and broken bones. 
After being made-up, each pa­
tient-to-be had been tagged with 
the particular wound which he 
Educators Selected 
Robert Shuff and Donald Gill 
have been named co-chairmen of 
the Coles County "Educators for 
Prince." 
The organization of educators 
has been formed to work for the 
election of Donald M. Prince of 
Bloomington to the post of State 
Superintendent of Public Instruc­
tion. 
Shuff is head of the depart­
ment of administration and sup­
ervision at Eastern. Gill is prin­
cipal of the Laboratory School. 
y 0 u 
Are Always Welcome At 
UNIVERSITY 
FLORISTS 
Flower & Gift Shop 
Across. from Pem Hall 
Open 8 a.m. • 8 p.m. 
OHARDA' SHOPPE 
Kitty Corner from Pem Hall 
GIFTS 
We have them for occasions 
that aren't 
Homes - Lots - Farms 
L E L A N D H A L L  
REAL ESTATE 
AND 
lftSURANOE 
WILL ROGERS THEATRE 
BUILDING 
DI 5-7022 
or she was displaying. 
During the actual emergency 
treatments, Wayne P. Annis, 
hospital administrator, said, "It's 
been kept as secret as possible. 
The test is to. see how quickly 
we can mobilize personnel." 
THE ONLY PEOPLE who 
knew the exact time of the drill 
were Mrs. Jenkins, Mrs. Brooks, 
who is the Charleston school 
nurse and a few doctors. 
Annis reported that there were 
56 patients in the hospital at the 
time of the "disaster." Normal 
capacity is 65 patients. 
The 25 extra patients, if the 
emergency had been real, would 
have been put on cots, in which 
case the hospital can handle as 
many as 80 patients, its disaster 
capacity. 
Annis emphasized that the 
hospital does not have the per-
Eastern Changes: Heller 
By Judy Kallal 
"Eastern is changing and dis­
cussing change constantly," Ho­
bart F. Heller, vice president for 
instruction commented Thursday 
night in a speech before a group 
of county school superintendents. 
Heller, presently in his 36th 
year at Eastern, was introduced 
to the 43 school administrators 
by Glenn Williams, dean of 
student academic services. He 
spoke for 40 minutes, combining 
memories of Eastern's past and 
plans for its future. 
"IN THESE days growth is 
taken for granted," Heller said, 
noting changes in the curriculum 
and landscape. 
Programs in nursing, institu­
tional management and Educa­
tion of the Mentally Handicap­
ped (EMH) are being discussed 
and prepared at this time-, Heller 
said. 
Changes include formation of 
advisory councils in journalism 
and pre-micicine. Another group 
for business students is being 
CUSTOM ARROWS 
planned, according to Heller. 
· "One of the great needs in the 
foreseeable future is teacher 
preparation for junior colleges. 
Many feel that Eastern is ideal­
ly qualified to give this instruc­
tion," Heller commented, giving 
his approval to this idea. 
REVIEWING the past, Heller 
joked, "When I came to Eastern 
-shortly after the Civil War­
there was a good deal of re­
search on campus. 
Heller said that research done 
then was carried on without aid 
of grants. He recalled one de­
partment head earning $2,800 
yearly in the 1930's who did in­
tensive research throughout the 
area and made trips to Virginia 
and England for his study. 
"It was a labor of love, not of 
money," Heller termed the work 
which was carried on exclusive 
of grants. 
HELLER ASSERTED that 
present-day research still centers 
around this idea with study sup.­
(Continued on page 10) 
BOWS 
CREASEY & DAVIS ARCHERY 
South on First Road West on Route 16 
R. R. 4, CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS 
Phone 345-2410 
LEATHER GOODS SUPPLIES 
MERLE. NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIO 
210 Monroe Street 
Charleston, Illinois 
Come in for your Free Hour of Beauty 
Bowling - Billiards - Snack Bar 
OPEN BOWLING EVERY DAY 
PHONE DI 5-5444 
OPEN MON.-SAT. AT 6:00 A. M. 
SUNDAY - 12:00 P. M. 
·UNIVERSITY LANES 
Roule 130 & Lincoln Street 
sonnel to care for more than 80 
patients, so some extras would 
have been sent home premature­
ly or sent to surrounding hospi­
tals. 
OF THE 25 "emergency cases," 
18 were ruled hospitalized, and 
seven were treated and released. 
When he was contacted a -day 
after the disaster drill, Annis 
repeated that the purpose of the 
drill was "to find out where our 
weaknesses are." 
He said that if the drill had 
run smoothly, it would not really 
have been a good drill. He also 
commended the students who had 
participated in the drill for tak­
ing the time and effort to do so. 
ANNIS BELIEVES that the 
drill showed two things. First of 
all, that .. 'we are capable of 
handling an emergency,'' ·and 
second, that "we were success­
ful because we were able to 
point out a number of weaknesses 
to our staff." 
The most important result as 
far as the community is con­
cerned, according to Annis, is 
that the importance of a stand­
ing hospital rule has been re­
emphasized: 
DON'T call the hospital dur-
ing a disaster. 
· 
"WE KNEW communications 
were our weakest link," Annis 
said. "The switchboard is plug­
ged as soon as a disaster occurs." 
Disaster planning includes 
keeping one line open to the 
radio station, and citizens are 
urged to call here for informa-
improvement." 
Dr. Jerry Heath, 
health services for the 
sity, was present at the 
during the drill as an 
of the staff to discover 
ures which might be im 
"WE LEARNED quite 
from the drill," Dr. H 
mented. 
"There was a lot of 
l>r. Heath said as he su 
the "disaster." "It didn 
efficiently as it might 
what disaster does?" 
Print Letten, A 
ments, Newsletten, 
Small Forms, Publish 
Professional Typist 
able, Quick Service! 
5th & Madison 
PIZZA JO E'S 
. PROMPT PHONE SERVICE 
PIZZA DELIVERED TO 
- YOUR ROOM -
Call DI 5-2844 
SHEET MUSIC 
HEAR THEM HERE! 
All you favorite albums 
Pop Records 90c 
Music for Voice - Piano - Organ 
Books Magazines Candy 
Stationery - Gifts - Sundries 
School and Art Supplies 
Cards - Cards and more Cards by 
Norcross and Rust Craft 
at the TINKLEY BELL 
Across from Douglas Hall 
Names You Know - Shoes You'll 
Style available from 
Ladies - One Step • Life Stride - Petite 
Tempos - Personality ... S 
Debtownees - Hush Puppi84 
- P.F.'s. 
Men - Nunn Bush • Edgerton - Winth 
zen • Tom McCann • 
Kingsway - Hush Puppies • 
You'll Find What You Want 
RYAN SHOE STO 
Southwest Corner Square 
d Ai rs Vendetta 
News columns devoted t o  serious reflec­
eenate, the war with apathy, the ham and 
d the ideal femme fatale, my reader (s) 
about my choice of subject material-and 
out on a limb. 
ionsideration I decided to pull . out the 
Hmb" files, discarding 
_.i legalizing "pay love," 
pesent the first in a 
eampus eommentaries­
detta vendetta-ed. 
NO gr�ater problem on 
n the ()NION. It rules 
dents, faculty and staff. 
ble with odor· deep-
?) in fibrous tissues, 
helms all with its 
ks the toughest Tony 
rs. 
s) , we've got trouble ! 
at the local burger palace don't like to talk 
The mayor of the city will have no slice of 
WHERE there must be truth and a Lois 
the public from the inj ustice, the white 
you please--of the onion. 
ed I"ee ntly when an NBC con·espondent 
and bypassed a tossed salad with a generous 
a dinner preceding his evening speech. 
y have been that he hated onions, but from 
face as he slid his tray past the salads, I 
just wanted to remain pleasant and sweet-
tANDIDATE Chuck Percy swung through 
week, you can bet he restricted his diet since 
sh after every meal on the train. 
1 scene, staff secretaries, professors, main­
rs- everybody at sometime faees the onion 
agony of the onion has no simple solution. 
don't I ?" a coed asks herself in a moment of 
burger palace. While Jack may be an under­
heart of a date, if she orders "with onions," 
the first and last of Jack. 
LADY in · question replies, "Everything but 
half eqjoys.Jwr snack. 
t at what has pas8ed, has a penchant for 
1, b,ut is forced into the vicious "mustard, 
111ions" bracket. 
pie of some acquaintance usually decide they'll 
the plunge . and suffer the after-effects of 
please." They may run into trouble at hours 
'ze spreading breath rings of a Certs ad 
in the pit with the rest of the gang. 
DY WITH a true love of onions is not totally 
all times, however. When a date is inclined 
, the coed can insist on "everything" when 
y even wish to insure the evening by a hearty 
onion before her date. As one dorm director 
her "girls," "Dogs may be a man's best friend, · 
could be a woman's." 
persons afflicted by the heavy onion eater 
at work, there is one suggestion : out-do him. 
KID in anthropology persists in indulging 
"ng a garlic around your neck and go to class. 
close to winter, you know. Colds and all. And 
ws what will replace . the surfer's cross on a 
eek. 
SEE THE BEAUTIFUL 
PASTEL WOOLS 
CKETS, SKIRTS, SLAX, SWEATERS 
Mix and Match them 
at 
j a c k ' s  
(ACROSS FROM PEM HALL) 
CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
will have representative on campus 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1 966 
Information about certification, procedures and 
arrange for appointment at: 
IVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE 
A Gl i m pse . . .  
At The Past 
20 Years Ago 
Serenading seems to have 
burst forth once more . . . any 
time around twelve "Put On 
Your Old Grey Bonnet" and 
"Goodnight Ladies" float down 
the street. 
* * • 
A M EMORIAL plaque secur­
ed by the Alumni As.sociation, 
faculty and students in honor of 
over 1,500 Eastern alumni who 
served in World War II was in­
stalled Homecoming. 
• * • 
SIU DEFEATED Coach "Pat" 
O'Brien's injury.ridden Panthers 
on the home field. Saturday, 21-0 
throwing Carbondale into a tie 
with DeKalb for the IIAC lead. · 
40 Years A go 
The big Blue and Gray foot­
ball machine "turned in" a mud 
plastered but decisive victory 
over Rose Poly at Terre Haute 
Saturday 14-0. Two touchdowns 
and a safety made up a total 
that the Hoosier eleven and a 
water covered gridiron were 
powerless to prevent. 
• • * 
Homecoming arrangements for 
next week feature a musical pro­
gram planned by Mr. Koch. 
Chapel will include a programme 
of addresses--by Mr. Lord, a 
student and an alumnus, plus 
music by the Men's Glee Club, 
the Sextette, Orchestra and trio. 
Classes are to meet after chapel 
until noon. 
SEWING - ALTERI NG 
AND REPAIR WORK 
Phone DI 5-6743 
1614 Jackson 
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Tour Ch.icago Schools 
Last Wednesday 39 education 
majors visited inner city schools 
in Chicago as part of a pre­
student teaching program. 
This laboratory experience 
was initiated because of the 
school recognition of the need 
to build experiences prior to stu­
dent teaching, according to Mar­
ian Stromquist, assistant profes­
sor of education. 
THE STUDENTS who visited 
the inner city schools, Marshall 
High School and two elementary 
schools, were the guests of the 
Chicago School Board. 
The school board is interested 
in and wants to interest new 
teachers in jobs in the Chicago 
area. 
Most of the students who visit­
ed the schools commented that 
they wished they could have 
spent more time observing clas-
ses. 
M ARSHALL IS different from 
the schools that most of them 
attended in that it is entirely 
Negro. . 
The teachers there are didicat­
ed to serving the needs of the 
student. 
Marshall has a productive ath­
letic program and an art pro­
gram that has won national 
prizes for the students who at­
tend the school. 
M ISS STROMQUIST said that 
there are more pl'ograms .plan­
lled for later in the year. 
A group similar to the one 
that went to the inner . city 
schools will visit Lakeview Hi.gh 
School in Decatur and the high 
school at Farmersville. 
The Lakeview High School has 
a system of half-hour modules 
so that a student may have clas­
ses that vary in length from one 
half hour to one and one half 
hours. 
FARM ERSV ILLE is a rural 
community completely different 
from the inner city. 
Many of the students who par­
sicipated in the progrnm in Chi­
cago are spending a day in their 
home high schools over Thanks­
giving vacation. ' 
They will be oriented as teach­
ers rather than students and will 
be able to observe. more objec­
tively, Miss Stromquist indicated. · 
TH IS IS JUST . the start of 
what will be a more instructive 
program for education majors. 
Cafeteria Service 
Sta rts At Taylor 
Although Taylor Hall has been 
occupied since the sta1t of the 
fall quarter, construction of the 
dining and kitchen areas is only 
now being completed.. 
THE DEMONSTRATION din­
ner Friday permitted Taylor's. 
staff to use the kitchen and din-. 
ing room facilities and to un­
cover any remaining problems 
prior to the opening of this foodi 
· service for student use yesterday. 
THE WOOD SHED 
Antiques and Gifts 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Butch and �y Gtllbreath 
Phone 345-2966 
331 N. Fifth St. (Rt. 130) 
Charleston, Illinois 61920 
V A L U A B L E  C O U P O N  
Green Stamps on all cosmetic, Drug or 
Prescription purchases November 2-5. 
You must bring this coupon 
OWL PHARMACY 
CHARLESTON, Ill.. 
SHOP IN NOVEMBER 
- RELAX IN DECEMBER 
A WIDE SELECTION OF BOXED CHRISTMAS CARDS 
BEAUTIFUL GIFT WRAP AND RIBBON 
DOZENS OF . GIFT IDEAS 
FILM AND FLASHBULBS 
All For Your HoUday Canvenienee At 
Mar-Chris Campus Shop 
·ACROSS FROM PEM HALL 
' 
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Recog n ized Last Summer 
Delta Ch i 's Eostern 's Newest Fraternity Sound Of The Pad 
B y  Linda Pieper 
The Delta Chi's are now East­
ern's newest social fraternity. 
Although they were na�ionally 
recognized this summer at their 
convention in St. Louis, they 
were just recently recognized on 
campus Oct. 20. 
The "founding fathers" of this 
new fraternity are Larry Ryter­
ski, the late Mike Cochran, Steve 
Vance and Jim Grissom. 
THEY WERE assisted in the 
many steps of colonization by a 
national visitor from the Delta 
Chi fraternity, Chuck Wright, . 
who is the national secretary and 
also mayor of Topeka, Kan. 
This new group of fraternity 
men wish, by close association, 
to accomplish certain desired 
ends which they cannot accom-
plish individually. 
By joining together in the 
bond of Delta Chi Colony, their 
aim is set at assisting the Uni­
versity in promoting scholar­
ship, in providing training in 
citizenship, and in developing the 
personality of the individual. 
WHILE DOING these things, 
they hope to experience the close 
relationships found in brother-
hood. 
· 
One of the first projects of 
the Delta Chi's will be the estab­
lishment of a memorial library 
which will be dedicated to Mike 
Cochra�, the one with whom the 
idea of the fraternity · first ori­
ginated. 
Sixteen of them having form­
ally pledged at the University of 
Illinois chapter last Wednesday, 
BROOKINS DONUT & SNACK SHOP 
7 T H  & V A N  BUREN 
S ERVI NG: 
8 Donuts and Assorted Rolls 
8 Breakfast 
8 Sandwiches 
8 Cold Pop in cartons to go 
8 PLATE LUNCH DAILY . 
Open 24 hours except closed 2 p.m.-7 p.m. every day 
Allstate is 
Interviewing 
for 
Insurance Trainees 
in Claims, Supervision, 
Underwriting, Sales 
and Data Processing. 
Interviews 
will be held by 
appointment at your 
Placement Office on 
Friday, November 11 
The Allstate Insurance Trainee Program seeks 
men who want to translate their college success 
into successful business careers. You may be one 
of the men who will get ahead by accepting 
responsibility, being willing and able to make 
intelligent decisions, and by knowing how to 
work well with others. 
If you are one of these men ALLSTATE is 
looking for, there is a place for you, regardless 
of your academic training, as an INSURANCE 
TRAINEE. The training period includes rotation 
assignments in various departments from a mini­
mum of six months to a maximum of two years. 
At ALLSTATE the emphasis is on YOU. See 
your Placement Office today for additional infor­
mation concerning ALLSTATE -INVITATION 
TO A CAREER. 
Allstate Insurance Companies 
FOUNDED BY SEARS 
7770 Frontage Road • Skokie, Illinois 
the men now hope to quickly be­
come part of the Greek social 
world by holding a smoker in 
December. 
BACKED BY a strong nation­
al fraternity with 52 chapters 
located all over the U. S. and 
Canada, the Delta Chi's hope to 
become an important and influ­
ential group in the community 
and on campus. 
Their new house will be lo­
cated at 885 Seventh Street. 
They plan to move in this winter. 
Sororities Plan 
First Cou nci I 
A Sorority Advisory Council 
has recently been organized for 
the first time at Eastern. The 
idea of such a council was pro­
moted by Mrs. Mary P. Rogers, 
dean of women. 
The Council is composed of 
sororities' advisers who attend 
monthly meetings. 
Gals Take 'Cake--To Delta 
By Phyllis Bartges 
The men of Delta Chi, newly-installed social 
nity on campus were recently surprised at pne of th · 
ings by the Alpha Garns. The women serenaded t 
' and presented them with a huge sheet cake baked 
corated by Mary Jubb, sophomore from Villa Park. 
With the addition of the Delta Chi's, the nu 
fraternities on campus is raised 
guys cook." 
That is a good indication of the 
of the campus and the Greek 
* * • 
UNIVERSITY FOOD m 
gotten to the men of Sigma 
ma. They recently had a tur 
at which the men c ooked 125 
turkey and 30 pounds of bak 
with cole slaw and liquid ref 
(soft drinks) also being se 
According to one of the 
"The food was great ! Man, 
The Sig Taus are next planning a pig roast w 
include 150 pounds of roast pig, 50 pounds of ap 
and 20 loaves of garlic bread. 
IT IS MY OPINION that even the ancient G 
their Dionesian feasts couldn't have done better. 
* * * 
ACCORDING TO Dean Rog­
ers the established objectives of 
the group are to work with the 
Panhellenic Council to make it 
stronger and to promote the co- The women of Sigma Kappa and the men of T 
operation rather than competi- Epsilon got together last night and held a cake h 
tion among Greeks. Tau Kappa Epsilon House. The women were trea 
One of the projects already be- freshments by the men. 
ing undertaken by the council is The subject of coke hours has become c 
the providing of a central con- . with the enforcement by Mrs. Rodgers, dean 
solidated biographical file on 
· of the rulings that were slowly being neglec� 
rushees so that these girls 
wouldn't have to. provide the ACCORDING TO Dean Rodgers, it is sta 
same information several times. student handbook that coke hours are very cas 
Each time Panhellenic Couieil gethers that last not much more than an h our 
meets, there will be a represen- a minimum of planning. 
tative of the council in · attend- Gone are the days when the Greeks could get 
ance, and a member of Panhel- at Fox Ridge or the lake. Now all coke h our.s m 
lenic is invited to attend. Advis- in the chapter house. If the Greek organizaU. 
ory Council meetings. have a house, then a coke hour may be held in 
"WE WANT to help sororities or some other authorized place. 
and the university to attain Any Greek organization may have as many common goals," Dean Rogers a month as there are organizations of the o said. "Any adviser is welcome be- 1 cause the more people we get in- For examp e, each fraternity may have five 
volved, the healthier the group and each sorority may have nine. 
will be." COKE HOURS are just casual get togeth 
Sig Tau's Take Nine 
Men In Frate rnity 
Nine men were recently m1-
tiated into Sigma Tau Gamma 
social fraternity. They include : 
Tom Blickensderfer, Cerro. Gor­
do sophomore; Bruce W olfesber­
ger, Trenton sophomore ; 
Charlie Boster, Fairfield jun­
ior; Bill Albrecht, Oak Lawn 
sophomore; Gary Hole, Loving­
ton junior; Tom Mintecki, 
Bridgeview sophomore ; Jim Ed­
wards, Charleston sophomore ; 
Bob Doughterty, Peoria soph­
omore ; and Steve Dew, Peoria 
so.phomore. 
\ I 
I ' 
I T'S .... 
A S N A P !  
T O  S T U DY A N D  
REV I E W  W I T H  
KING BROTHERS . 
BOOK STORE 
O N  THE SQUARE 
ings for getting together for coffee or a coke. 
also an opportunity for the Greeks to get t 
meet new people or keep up friendships. 
AKL's Take Nine . 
The men of Alpha Kappa 
Lambda social fraternity have 
announced the names of their 
· 1966 Fall Pledge Class. They 
are Jack Alexander, Lansing 
sophomore; Dean Clark, Cham­
paign freshman; Tom David, 
THE HERITA 
JUST ARRIVED 
Cotton Poor-Boys 
by Donn kenny 
• 8 Colors - Sheri Sleeve - Sm 
Mediumf Large -:- $31198 
• I 0 Different Styles Of Long S 
Blouses by Donnkenny 
• Novelty Pierced Earrings For E 
Taste 
209 LINCOLN 
Open Daily I 0-5 
Fal l  Quarter 
Exam Schedule 
TUESDAY, NOV. 1 5  
. - All sections of English 220 and 1 20 
FRIDAY, NOV. 1 8  
e.m. - 5:00 classes 
a.m. - 2:00 classes 
1 1  :00 classes 
SATURDAY, NOV. 1 9  
e.m. - 1 2:00 classes 
a.m. - l :00 classes 
p.m. - 8:00 classes 
MONDAY, NOV. 2 1  
- Float A classes 
a.m. - 4:00 classes 
p.m. -' 9:00 classes 
p.m. - 6:00. classes 
TUESDAY, NOV. 22 
... m.  - Float B classes 
a.m. - 3:00 classes 
p.m. - 1 0:00 classes 
ou have a laboratory class, look for the hour of the 
clus meeting above and disregard the two weekly 
hours. 
h've a double period class, look for the first hour 
� above and disregard the second meeting hour. 
s Sponsor Peace Essay Contest 
y contest with the 
ce Is Attainable," is 
sored by the lnterna­
of Lions 
be­
age, 
er Shortage . 
ew Pea k 
1nerease in the teach­
, both nation-wide and 
, was reported by the 
Office for the place­
Oct. 1, 1965-Sept. 30, 
h the number of grad­
temained constant, the 
of teaching vacancies 
d from 26,943 to 43,-
and offers a grand prize award 
of $25..!000. 
THE INTERNATIONAL As­
sociation of Lions Clubs is an 
association of more than 800,000 
business and professional men 
in 132 countries. 
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Pizza Is Way Of Life 
Diet Changes In Ten Years 
By J udy Kallal And 
Cathy LaDame 
A decade ago Charleston was 
a town without pizzas. Then Joe 
Adducci, a native Chicagoan, hit 
town with a pizza recipe he'd 
spent six months in perfecting 
eight years before. 
Joe began a small restaurant 
on Jackston Street and gradual­
ly worked up and expanded busi­
ness in his present establishment, 
"Pizza Joe's," on Seventh Street 
south of the square. 
EASTERN ILLINOIS appeti­
tes gradually changed and ac­
cepted the type of Italian and 
American cookery Joe specialized 
in. Students at Eastern Illinois 
State Teachers College were 
early fans of Joe's. 
· 
Pizza became an exciting snack 
and a filling meal. Other res­
traurnteurs and pizza-makers 
then decided to do business in 
Charleston. 
In just one · decade pizza be­
came a way of life for many peo­
ple. "Pizza right now is up with 
the hamburger," "Pizza Joe" 
Adducci asserts. 
THESE DAYS Joe · greets his 
customers at two locations. The 
new "Joe's Dining Room," locat­
ed in the rear of Orndorff's Food 
Store on Fourth Street, features 
a cuisine of chicken, steak and 
seafood. Downtown "Pizza Joe's" 
specializes in a variety of pizzas 
including a specialty, the "sup­
erduper 6." 
Pizza Joe and partner Jerry 
Duflath manage "Joe's" con­
cerns in Charleston. A third 
business, a carryout and delivery 
pizza service, has been equipped 
by the two and will open some­
time later this month in a house 
just off Lincoln Highway to the · 
right of the new "Dining Room." 
LITTLE VENICE Restaurant, 
745 Sixth Street, begun in 1961, 
is another popular Charleston 
business catering to the pizza­
minded palate. 
Italian food is the restaurant's 
main focus since owner-manager 
Don Myers admits ' ·I like it so 
well myself.'' 
Myers rates spaghetti, Italian · 
beef sand.wiches and pizza, of 
course-as the Italian favorites 
of Little V. patrons. Little V. 
Housewares 
Gifts 
Elect ric Appliances 
Sporting Goods 
* 
workers handle deliveries in all 
kinds of weather for other food 
carry-outs as well as for pizza. 
FIFTEEN workers prepare 
the Italian and American food in 
a South Pacific atmosphere de­
signed by Myers himself. The 
motif · includes an upstairs ·ceiling 
draped in fiJ>hnet and multicol­
ored hurricane lamps which 
throw abstract patterns of light 
on the walls through the net­
ting. 
Downstairs a cozy, intimate 
environment is found among 
tables for two or four placed 
flush to pine-paneled walls. The 
tables are covered with red 
tablecloths and the hurrit::ane 
lamps are lit at each occupied 
( Continued on page 12) 
Paints 
Plumbing Supplies 
Glass 
Dishes 
' We GIFT WRAP" 
FROMMEL HARDWARE 
South Side Square "See Us First" 
PAUL B. SMITH 
Fer Treasurer of· 
Coles Co11nly 
0 15 yP.ars experience in 
County Government. 
The Charleston National Bank e Ma rried - 2 daughters 8 Sheriff past 4 years. XIMATEL Y 25 per 
11,000 of the teaching 
, are from the state of 
of the shortage, 
ealaries have gone up­
average salary for in­
d teachers is up to 
an increase of $231 over 
HANFTS 
JEWELRY 
E.l.U. Jewelry 
QUALITY 
PRODUCTS 
T SIDE OF SQUARE 
Charleston, I l l inois 
A Full Service Bank 
We welcome student accounts 
The bank with the time and temperature sign 
0 Veteran World War I I  
e Member Century Club of 
Eastern U niversity_. 
VOTE REPUBLICAN 
TUESDAY, NOV� 8 
The Country School 
Gives You Good Food At �easonable Prices, 
Open 8 A.M. - 1 1  P.M. 
So Don't Wait, Try Our 
• CHICKEN DINNERS 
• COUNTRYBURGERS 
• ·cHEESEBURGERS 
• DELICIOUS FRIES 
• SOFT DRINKS 
Corner of Lincoln Hwy a & I st SI. 
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KICK OFF I I I 
and 
THE SEASON I N  OUR 
B 0 0 T S  
Visit us this week during our showing 
register FRE E .  
You may wm BOOTS - RECORDS. 
for the 
young 
North Side Square 
MATTOON, ILLINOIS 
.�."\ 
GAY G I BSON'S 
BABY- BLANKETS 
A Designer Group -that proves-here, and in the No­
vember issue of Seventeen magazine - just how cuddle­
some a dress can be! Al l in mil k-white wool, acetate 
backed, with wool-and-rayon tri m: lots of crochetwork and 
blanket fringe. Sizes 5 to 1 3: 
Dol l-baby blan ket with soap-bubble skirt. 
EACH $26.00 
Charleston Schools 
Bond Referendum Before · Voters 
The Charleston School Bond 
Election, passed last Saturday, 
was for the construction of three 
new schools to relieve the over­
crowded condition in Unit #1 
schools. 
The Senior High School, con­
structed in 1955 to house a maxi­
mum of 750 students, has a total 
enrollment of 918 students. This 
situation has brought about a 
number of undesirable jlractices. 
THESE INCLUDE: 1. Classes 
in undesirable areas such as the 
cafeteria dining room with two 
classes held at the same time 
during some periods. 
2. Due to the lack of space for 
additional classes, expansion of 
the curriculum has been impossi­
ble. 
3. The school is forced to op­
erate <in a split-shift basis, the 
first shift attending from 8 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. and the second attend­
ing from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
THE JUNIOR High School is 
also in desperate need of more 
space. There are 450 students in 
g:rades 7 and 8 attending classes 
in 14 classrooms, three small 
inadequate areas converted into 
space for classes plus the special 
instruction areas - industrial 
arts, hon:ie economics, library and 
music rooms. 
There are several factors that 
make the elementary school si­
tuation critical. To take care of 
the rapidly increasing enroll­
ment, three to four classrooms 
every · two years must be added. 
Every available basement room 
DOWNTOWN - IT'S 
has been converted into class­
rooms. 
On days when the weather 
does not _permit going outside, 
the students at Lincoln and 
Franklin schools have no place 
to go other than to the hallway 
for recess, noon hour and physi­
cal education. 
TO M A K E  MATTERS worse, 
the Franklin, Lerna and Rardin 
schools, all over 70 years old, 
may have to be abandoned. 
The state's Life Safety Code 
requires that all schools con­
structed before 1955 meet certain 
Fraternity Pledges 
Clean M useum 
The pledge class of Delta Sig­
ma Pi pe'rformed a community 
service Saturday, Oct. 22. 
. The pledge class cleaned up 
the museum under the courthouse 
and .wired the tunnel between the 
courthouse and the jail for elec­
tricity. 
THEY ALSO cleaned and 
moved Christmas decorations, 
put up Lincoln "'road" signs and 
tore down the Chamber of. Com­
merce float for the Homecom­
ing Parade. 
The 17 pledges who participat­
ed were led by Project Chairman 
Robert Hardig, a senior from 
Dundas. 
They decided on a project for 
the community rather than a pro­
ject for making money, he said. 
G a· E E N ' S 
I 
South of the Square on Sixth 
- FOR -
• • • HOME MADE ICE CREAM 
BROASTED CHICKEN 
• • • HI-BURGER 
• . .  SALADS 
For Complete Confidential Service 
Bank With 
COLES COUNTY 
'NA.TIONAL BANK 
Talk with us about our economical 
Checking Accounts 
MIKE CURTIS 
For Sheriff Of Coles County 
• 5 years in law enforcement 
e life long resident of Coles 
· County 
e Fair impartial enforcement 
• Interested in Youth of 
Community 
• Married - 1 daughter 
VOTE REPUBLICAN 
TUESDAY� NOV� 8 
safety standards before Ju)t 
1970. 
· The Rardin School, an all-w 
structure, cannot be made to 
ply in any way, regardlell!ll of 
amount of money spent on it. 
THE FRANKLIN and 
schools are in such poor c 
tion structurally that they 
not be repaired so as to c 
without spending a treme 
and unjustifiable amoun• 
money on them. 
The Bond Election bui!di� 
posals were : a new junillt 
for grades seven, eight and 
at a total cost of $1,325, 
new elementary school in 
leston, at a cost of $235, 
A new elementary sch 
Lerna to house gradel 
through six, at a cost of $1'1 
FOR ANY ONE of the 
sitions to ca1Ty, a simple 
ity of the votes cast for tlae 
osition had to be "y�' v 
Ci rcle I n  Sq ua 
Pe rforms Nov. 
The Circle in the Sq 
trical troupe of New Yo 
present "The White 
8 p.m., Nov. 10, in McM 
The Elizabethan dra 
presented in the Globe 
1610, relates a scandal 
place in sixteenth centuJ:i 
THE PRODUCER, 
emphasizes the contem 
pect by presenting the 
the actors in modem d 
The program is spo 
the Artists Series Boanl 
Students are admitt.ef 
General admissioa. · 
$2 and reserved seat 
$2.50. Tickets may be 
in Room 324 of the OI 
Building or at the door 
of the performa� 
• Heller 
(Continued from 
plemented by grant.a 
available. 
"I would like to 
the central belief al. 
throughout the past 
present has been a 
people and to the 
which people live," H 
"THIS IS NOT a 1 
It needs change -
with purpose, not 
change," he cautioDlll. 
"If I have but one 
think that's it." 
• 
• 
SW 
SHIR 
EASTERI 
NOVELTY 
'2 ' 
HILL 
- SH 
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ni Office Serves 
ousand Grads 
mails 
alumni request­
on thefr fami­
and addresses," 
m April to July 
received approxi­
lddress changes." 
tes, Hesler not­
hard to contact 
ally getting set­
and jobs. Af­
' however, many n about current 
s and their for-
a reunion ori­
,'' Hesler said. 
lince former clas­
tively small, the 
one year would be 
* 
daily 
arleston 
it Shop 
l1it Your 
Clarislmas 
Gifts 
s for Beginners 
familiar with those of the other 
two. 
"This year, the classes of 
1949-1950-1951 and 1952-1953-
1954 met separately and those 
attending seemed to enjoy them­
selves." 
Of the 10,000 alumni on record 
with the University, one third 
belong to the Alumni Associa­
tion. 
"THE AS SOCIATION sti·ives 
to improve the image of the Uni­
versity and aids in establishing 
various scholarship funds," Hes­
ler stated. "It has its own offi­
cers and executive board; mem­
bers pay $2 yearly dues and re­
ceive the quarterly Eastern 
Alumnus plus the sports bulle­
tin, Panther Previews and Post­
scripts. 
Top row: Techla Richart, Emily Roane, 
Mary Billadeau, Nancy Dalrymple, Linda Hui­
teen, Sandy Jackson. 
Bottom row: Teri Daughretee, Jan 
Carol Noeth, Barb Gwinn, Mary Ellen Com 
Alice Walters. 
Sadie Howkins' Go la Means Switch 
In past years, the association 
has established the Livingston C. 
Lord Scholarship Fund, which 
annually awards two $350 
grants, and the Eastern Illinois 
University Foundation, which ad­
ministers 20 scholarship funds. 
Last year, the foundation set 
up the EIU - Alumni Association 
General Scholarship to provide 
grants-in-aid to athletes. 
THE ASSOCIATION conducts 
an annual program of financial 
donations and serves as a "fun­
neling" agent _for other campus 
organizations. 
"Association members are now 
working with the Women's Phy­
sical Education Alumnae Com­
mittee in securing donations for -
a portrait of Florence McAfee 
to be hung in McAfee Gymnas­
ium," Hesler said. 
Geographically, only California 
exceeds Illinois in holding the 
greatest number of EIU alumni. 
Pi Kappa Alpha's annual Sadie 
Hawkins' Dance will be held Fri- . 
day night in the University 
Union Ballroom. 
ACCORDING TO the Sadie 
Haw kin's Day custom, the worn- · 
en assume the responsibility of 
asking the men for the date and 
for paying their way. 
Music will be supplied by the 
BTFSPLK's from St. Louis. 
Prizes are being given to the · 
Best Dressed Hillbilly Couple, 
Hillbilly Girl and the guy with 
the best handmade corsage. 
A Sadie Hawkins' Queen will 
be chosen by the votes of those 
Hootenanny Scheduled 
The University Union Board 
is sponsoring a Hootenanny after 
the pancake feast from 8-10 p.m. 
on Sunday, Nov. 6 in the Union 
Ballroom. 
WRIGHT'S SHELL - OPEN 24 HOURS -
SPECIAL RATE FOR 
STUDENT SE RVICE 
CALLS 
PHONE 5�7551 
Charleston Federal Savings & Loan Ass'n. 
Real Estate Loans and Savings 
* 
6 1 2. Jackson Charleston 
Little Venice 
AMERICA N AND ITALIAN FOODS - STEAKS 
PIZZA - SPAGHETTI - SHRIMP °7" SANDWICHES 
ITALIAN BEEF SANDWICHES 
745 Sixth DELIVERY SERVICE Ph. DI 5-30 1 7  
4:30 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. Except Monday 
who attend the dance. Candi­
dates, sponsored by sororities 
and women's residence halls, in­
clude : Jan Gall from Pemberton ; 
Barb Gwinn from McKinney; 
SANDALYN JACKSON from 
Sigma Kappa ; Linda Hulteen 
from Sigma Sigina Sigma; Nan-
Library Meeting 
The Library Science Club will 
meet at 7 :30 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 
8, in Room 41 of Booth Library. 
Richard L. Taylor, who form­
erly taught library science cour­
ses here, will speak on his cur­
rent position, that of the IBM: 
program supervisor in •Booth_ Li­
brary. 
cy Dalrymple from Lin1 
Alice Walters from Alpha G 
.ma Delta; Mary Billadeau f 
Ford; Teri Daughretee f\ 
Kappa Delta; 
Techla Richart, from D� 
Zeta; Carol Noeth from 
drews ; and Mary Ellen Conv 
from Weller. 
Tickets will be on sale in t 
Union, at the door and 
Cavins and Bayles today. 
S N Y D E R ' S  
J EWELRY STORE 
Diamonds, Watches, Rings 
and Silverware 
SOUTH SIDE OF SQUARE 
College Men . . .  
when was the last 
time you looked 
at your shoes? 
$ 1 7.00 
Well, when was it? And what did you see? Seems that 
a lot of us have the habit of letting our shoes reach 
the point of no return-where they really don't do 
much at all for our appearance. 
What a bout you ?  When was the last time you checked 
your shoes? If it was too long ago, why not drop by 
our store soon for a look see and a try on. It might do 
wonders for your image! 
FRED SMITH SHOES 
MATTOON - J U ST 1 0  MINUTES FROM CAMPUS 
( 
1 
1 
� 
. l 
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German Cooks Ita l ian Food 
(Continued from page 9) 
table. A jukebox 11lays "Cast 
Your Fate To The Wind" and 
Streisand hits. 
· In the kitchen upstairs Mrs. 
Betsy Reddicks, Little V.'s cook, 
supervises the pizza making. 
M.YERS, the founder of the 
It�lian restaurant, affirms, 
·"She's a great Italian cook, but 
she's as German as I am.'' 
Ald1>, Armand and Salvador 
Pagliai1 born of Italian parents 
near Ames, Ia., began a flourish­
ing pizza business in Iowa 10 
years ago by accident. 
As Aldo Pagliai, owner of Pag­
lia.i's, E. Linc-0ln Highway, Char­
leston, remembers it, there was 
a pizza palace across the street 
from the brothers' beer parlor 
and customers brought pizzas 
over to the Pagliai's to eat. 
AS TH E CUSTOMERS came, 
they left the round pizza discs 
when they finished. The brothers 
hung on to them, and, when the 
pizza joint refused to let the 
pizzas be carried out by custom­
ers, the brothers began making 
their own pizzas. 
Aldo doesn't remember his 
first try at pizza-making, but 
he does recall the brothers' at­
tempts working the first dough 
and making the sauce. They be­
gan the hard way-by experi­
mentation--and continued w-0rk­
ing their product through the 
years. until the current Pagliai 
recipe was reached. 
"At one time," Aldo admits, a 
Pagliai pizza "wasn't so good." 
WITH "GOODNESS" reached, 
the Pagliai's began their est�b­
lishments. Salvador began his 
pizzeria at DeKalb; home of Nor­
thern Illinois University, while 
Armand worked with Western 
students at his ;place in Macomb. 
Aldo, the oldest Pagliai broth­
ei', began Eastern's Pagliai's 
Pizza just two years ago. The 
newest restaurant in the family 
chain, Aldo's is also the biggest. 
"I think mine is the best," Aldo 
grins, adding, "but I'm prejudi­
ced." 
L PAGLIAl'S PIZZA 
The features of the Pagliai 
places are nearly the same : black 
leather booths, hanging grilled 
light fixtures and brick room 
dividers with floral pieces. The 
most unique detail concerns the 
!<>Cation of the kitchen to the 
front of the restaurant before a 
picture window. 
r 
• 
East Lincol n  Avenue 
* 
Serving The Finest In Pizza 
* 
Fo r Delivery Service Call 5-3400 
- WE DELIVER -
4 p . m .  - 1 a . m .  Sunday thru Thursday 
4 p . m .  - 2 a . m .  Friday a nd Satu rday 
HUNGRY students and towns­
people watch th�r own pizzas 
being prepaFed if they like. Aldo 
favors this "front shop" ap­
proach which keeps arrange­
ments tidy and clean. Everything 
is "Ajax white"-including the 
white wall phone. 
Pagliai's opens early evenings 
and closes late nights. In the 
morning Aldo comes and pre­
pares the dough and other fix­
ings and boils pork butts he uses 
to make Italian . sausage. 
His accidental start in the 
pizza business has been a lucky 
break. 
LIKE THE other pizza busi­
· nessmen, he still enjoys his pro­
. duct. "I eat it every day,'' Aldo 
is quick to affirm. 
• 
This is Russ Kennedy of Balboa kland, California, on an in-port field trip as a student aboai'd 
Chapman College's floating campus. • · 
· The note he paused to make as fellow students went ahead to inspect Hatshepsut's Tomb in the 
Valley of the Kings near Luxor, he used to complete an assignment for his Comparative World 
Cultures professor. . 
Russ transferred the 12 units earned during the study-travel semester at sea to his record at 
-the University of California at Irvine where he continues studies toward a teaching career in life 
sciences. 
As you read this, 450 other students have begun the fall semester voyage of discovery with 
Chapman aboard the s.s. RYNDAM, for which Holland-America Line acts as General Passenger 
Agents. 
In February still another 450 will embark from Los Angeles for the spring 1967 semester, 
this time bound for the Panama Canal, Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Nigeria, Senegal, Morocco, 
Spain-, Portugal, The Netherlands, Denmark, Great Britain and New York. 
For a catalog describing how you can include a semester at sea in your educational plans, fill 
i n  the information below and mail. 
.·.··.:-!::?;. 
r -----------------------�..' ... : .. ·: .::;: ............... :_� 
Director of Admissions • Chapman 
Chapman College College 
Orange, California 92666 Orange, California 92666 
<Pir'llt)' 
Addr 
(lndjcate Home 9r College/ University) 
City �a• up-
Telep hon Age..__M_p __ 
Present Status 
College/University 
FreshmaII 0 
Sophomore 0 
Junior 0 
Senior 0 
Graduate 0 
l_S-C Classification 
Drafted .Men Ca n Be Deferred 
Colonel George A. 
chief of manpower for 
of Illinois, spoke to a 
students last week.' 
Stewart, 
the state 
group of 
Stewart stated during the talk 
that he felt the Selective Service 
Test would be given again next 
spring, although he had no as­
surance of this at the present 
time. 
Students who have scheduled 
exams which conflict with the 
draft test should contact Glenn 
Williams, dean of student aca­
demic services, who will try to 
make arrangements for modifi­
cations of the university exam 
schedule. 
Wi!Iiam Ziegel, vice _ president 
for administation, stated that the 
school has no control over the 
situation and that it is hoped 
that staff members will under­
stand the reason for the large 
number of requests for exam 
changes. 
THE TEST RESU LTS will be 
mailed to the student's local 
draft board and not to the school. 
If any student needs additional 
information he may get in touch 
with William Zeigel, vice presi­
dent for administration. 
Stewart also emphasized the 
point that any student wh<> re­
ceives a notice of induction may 
request his draft board for a lS 
(C) classification. This type of 
classification would · entitle the 
student to complete his academic 
year. 
By law, the student can get a 
one year deferment after re­
ceiving his induction notice pro-
viding he is carryi!11" a full 
and making normal pro 
Ziegel stated that the def' 
of "making normal pr<>gr 
a student who takes 48 q 
hours per year. 
STEW ART FINISHD 
saying, "In all the insti 
that I have visited there-• 
where the administra'­
any harder than here in c 
ating with the student&'' 
La ng uage Clu 
Plan Activities 
tes." 
The pin will be pr 
Le Treteau de Paril, 1 
group from Paris whicll 
reflt!y on a tour of t 
States. The club is I 
bus at 6 :W p.m. 
The 
* * 
informal meeting l'il  
Russian dance, folkso� 
cussion at 7 p.m. todaf 
118 of Coleman Hall. 
* * 
A meeting of the 
will be held at 7 p.rn, 
in Room 103 of Col 
The program will co 
movie on Athens, Gr 
SNYDER'S DONUT SHOP 
All The Coffee You Can Drink - 10c 
Don uts, Maple Squares, Cream-filled Bismarb 
FREE PARKING 
Also Snack Shop 
Serving Breakfast and Sandwiches All Day 
. 6 a.m.  to 1 a.m.  Monday • Friday 
6 a.m . to Noon Saturday 
5 p.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday 
SPECIAL ORDERS FOR PARTIES 
NOVEMBER 
HARVEST OF GIFTS 
Weekly d rawing each Satu rday durinf 
of Nove mber.  Reg ister for free priz  
New d rawing each week. 
FREE PRIZES-NO PURCHASE NE 
YOU DO NOT HAYE TO BE PRE 
TO WIN. 
F R E E 
• All Weather Coat • 
• Sport Coat • 
• Samsonite Luggage • 
• Dress Slax 
HILL &- S'HAF 
DOWNTOWN CHARLEST 
ity T earns In Vita l Contests Saturday 
Eastern News Sports 
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Panthers T ockle Ch ips In  Title Contest 
is in midair but Western's number 33 and Eastern's 
number 1 5, appear to be headed in opposite 
IJ from the play. The action occurred in Saturday's 
Western Illinois which was won by the Panthers, 
By Dave Kidwell 
For the first "time, since the 
present IIAC was formed back 
in 1950, ·Eastern's gridders will 
be battling for the conference 
championship when they face . 
Central Michigan at 1 :30 p.m. 
Saturday on Lincoln Field. 
The Panthers come into the 
contest with a conference record 
of 1--0-1 and 1-4-1 over-all mark. 
Central has a ·2-0 conference rec­
ord but stand only 3-5 over-all. 
THE CHI PPEWAS started out 
by losing their first five games 
but have come back strong to 
capture their last three outings, 
including conference victories 
over Illinois State and Western 
Illinois. 
Central Michigan has 34 re­
turning letterme� led by NAIA 
Little All-American honorable 
mention recipient Paul Verska, 
a guard who will see considerable 
action at defensive end. 
OTHER RETU RNING letter­
men include Jim Acitelli, the 
Battle Undefeat�d Quincy 
Picked As 
Week 
Cori test 
16-6 'rictory over the 
ks, Bundy gained 81 
the rround to pace the 
In their attack. Bundy 
times and scored one 
'• two touchdowns. 
EAR Bundy has pick­
yards for an average 
s per carry. He also 
1quad in scol'ing with 
Uirough the first six 
nial powerhouse MacMurray Col­
lege, 6-0. 
Through the. first nine games 
the Hawks outscored opponents 
44-9 in racking up their perfect 
record. Quincy is led in scoring 
by Edmundo Camacho, who scor­
ed five goals this year against 
Notre Dame to tie a game scor-
ing record. 
-
OTHER MAINSTAYS on the 
squad include number two scor­
er, Mike Villa ; center halfback 
Rich Wrobel ; and goalie Kenny 
Hustedt. All three were All­
Area N AIA picks last season. 
Wrobel also has the distinction 
of making the first cut for the 
olympic tryouts and will com­
pete in the second tryouts dur­
ing Thanksgiving vacation. 
Eastern, with an overall rec­
ord of 7-2, will be attempting to 
finish the season with the most 
wins ever notched by a varsity 
soccer squad. Last year's team 
finished with • a 7-3 record so a 
victory Saturday would insure 
the Panthers of the highest vict­
ory total. 
BY PICKING up a goal 
against Western last Sautrday, 
Bruno Mangiardi now stands at 
10 goals for the season. This is 
one les!I than the record of 1 1  
set by Fernando Velasco last sea­
son. 
Mangiardi has a better than 
average chance to break the rec­
ord Saturday in the closing 
match for both squads. Right be­
hind Mangiardi in scoring is Joe 
Otieno who has picked up six 
goals for the nine games. 
Otieno has picked up five goals 
in the last three games, all vic­
tories for Eastern. 
THE BOOTERS racked up two 
wins and several records duri:ng 
the past week by bombing both 
Western Illinois, 6-1, and Prin-
cipia College, 7-0. 
· 
Coach Fritz Teller's squad ran 
their winning streak to five 
straight games, a new record for 
consecutive victories, by hand­
ing Western a loss last Satur­
day. Western took an early lead 
but Jim Anderson tied the score 
at 1-1 late in the first quarter. 
JERRY DeWITT scored once 
in the second quarter to give the 
Panthers a 2-1 halftime lead. In 
the second half Eastern broke 
tne game wide open with Joe 
Otieno picking up two goals. 
DeWitt added his second of the 
game and Mangiardi slipped one 
in to give the hooters a 6-1 vict­
ory. 
Renny Garshelis tied the game 
scoring record of three goals by 
slamming home three within a 
span of two minutes and 25 sec­
onds in the fourth quarter of the 
contest against Principia. 
The final score of 7-0 register­
ed the largest winning margin by 
a:n Eastern squad thus far in the 
short . history of soccer here. 
Other point-getters for Eastern 
were Fernando Velasco with two 
and Bruno Mangiardi and Joe 
Otieno, one each. 
Cross Country Hosts State Meet; 
Western Illinois Team To Beat 
The annual cross country State 
Meet will be held here at 11 a.m. 
this Saturday with eight schools 
participating in the event. 
SCHOOLS IN the .meet be­
sides Eastern are Wes tern Illi­
nois, DePaul, Greenville College, 
MacMurray College, Wheaton 
College, · Principia and Illinois 
State. Last year DePaul took 
first with a total of 41 points. 
Wes tern Illinois is the odds-on 
favorite to capture first this 
season. The Leathernecks are un­
defeated as a team and also 
have their ace runner, Dennis 
Boehler, back this year. Boehler, 
who is also undefeated this year, 
won the meet last year in a time 
of 17 :03.5. 
LAST SATURDAY, Eastern 
split in a double dual meet with 
Wheaton College and Loras Col­
lege. Wheaton nipped the Pan­
ther.s, 27-28, while Eastern drop­
ped Loras College, 21-34. 
Roger Quinlan and John Sch­
neider ran one-two against both 
schools. Quinlan's winning time 
was 20 : 10.9 while Schneider fin­
ished in 20 :25. Eastern's over­
all record now stands at 7�3. 
team's leading rusher last fall 
and Wally Hempton, the Chips 
leading pass receiver from last 
season. This season Hempton has 
broke-n two school records. He 
has a career total of 63 pass re­
ceptions to break _the old record 
set by Walt Beach, now with the 
Cleveland Browns. The junior 
fullback also has returned 17 
kick-offs this season breaking 
the old record of 16 held by 
Beach and Don Krueger. 
OTHER ST ANOOUTS for the 
Chips include senior halfback, 
Bob Rosso, who is the leading 
rusher. Rosso has netted 485 
yards on the ground for an av­
erage of 4 yards per carry. 
Quarterback Bob Miles has com­
pleted 62 of 122 pas!leS for 804 
yards in the Chippewas first 
seven games. 
Eastern Head Coach Clyde 
Biggers, commenting on the up­
coming game, said, "We'll have 
to play our very best to beat 
them. They play a Mid-American 
Conference type of schedule 
which accounts for the lack of a 
topnotch record." 
Tire Panthers go into the con­
test almost at full strength. Big­
gers indicated that Curt Leonard 
is a doubtful starter at halfback 
after injuring his knee against 
Western Illinois. If Leonard 
plays at all it will be only very 
little according to Biggers. 
WITH LEONARD hurt, the 
bulk of the ground attack will lie 
with sophomore fullback, Dennis 
Bundy. Bundy is the leading 
rusher with 395 yards and last 
week was picked as IIAC " Back 
of the Week" for his perform-
A Moo n Shot? 
ance in the W este-rn game. 
At quarterback will be another 
sophomore, Joe Davis, who is thEj 
third leading rusher behind Bun� 
dy and Leonard. Davis has r.ua�· 
ed for 115 yards while passitl 
for 255 yards during the seas& 
DEFENSE HAS been the k!ey 
to the Panther game this year.\ 
Though easily defeated by In­
diana State in the season opener, 
·32-0, the Panthers have held 
their own in the- remaining 
games. Against Ferris State, 
Eastern lost, 17-7, but held t.he 
M ichigan $Choo! scoreless the 
second half. 
The University of Wisconsin­
Milwaukee scored once in the 
last quarter to win by only 7-3. 
The Panthers shut out Illinois 
State in the Homecoming contest 
but Eastern was also unable to 
score thus ending in a scoreless 
tie. 
Northwood Institute capital­
ized on fumbles to win, 34-27, 
but a 20 point second half surge 
by Eastern almost pulled the 
game out. Two weeks ago the 
Panthers won their first game 
by stopping Western, 16·6. 
EXCEPT IN the opener, the 
Panthers have been in the· con­
test right up to the closing min­
utes because the defense has 
held the opposition. "Defensively 
we are very solid," stated Big­
gers. "This is the best ·defensive 
team in the current .history of 
Eastern · compared to past rec­
ords." 
Biggers went on to say, "We've 
improved tremendously. In fact 
we feel we are one of the most 
improved teams in the state." 
);'halo by Betty O'Neal 
Eastern's Jim Anderson and the ball are suspended in mid­
air  just after Anderson had successfully headed the ball. Sat­
urday's conquest of the Leathernecks upped Eastern's record to 
7-2 going i nto this Saturday's finale against Quincy College. 
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Cagers Face Tough Schedule For Coming 
By Dave Kidwell 
A fine group of junior college 
transfers and upcoming soph­
mores push four returning letter­
men for startfog berths on this 
year's varsity basketball squad. 
Head Coach Rex V. Darling 
predicts a wide-open battle for 
at least four starting positions 
on this year's squad. The four 
returning lettermen are Don 
Templeman, Rich Barni, Dennis 
Hoffmeister and Ron Masters, 
but only Templeman appears to 
have an inside track on a start­
ing slot. 
.1\ C.ENTER-FORWARD regu­
lar last year, Templeman is the 
only squad member who saw ac­
tion with the 1964-65 title club. 
At 6 foot 3 inches, 205 pounds, 
Templeman again will undoubt­
edly see double dUty at both po- . 
sitions this season. 
Last year he averaged 14.2 
per game and pulled down a total 
of 224 rebounds. "He has an 
excellent attitude and his effort 
is always 100 per cent," says 
Darling. "He is deceptively quick 
for his size which causes oppon­
ents to underestimate his move­
ments," Darling went on to say. 
PIPE SMOKERS 
Our Christmas stock of fine Pipes and 
assessories is now complete. 
Use our "layaway" plan for Christmas 
Gifts. See all the "Good" name Brands at the 
DARBY · PIPE SHOP 
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Ten Minutes from School 
Don't be confused by 
Chaucer-get Cliff's 
Notes. In la nguage 
that's easy to under­
stand, Cliff's Notes ex­
p e r t l y ·  e x p l a i n  a n d 
summarize The Can­
terbury Tales. Cliff's 
Notes w i l l  icn prove 
your understa nding­
and your grades. But 
don't stop with Chau­
cer. There are more 
than 125 Cliff's Notes 
covering al l  the fre­
quently assigned plays 
and novels. Look for 
them in the bold black 
a n d  yel low-st ri p e d  
covers. 
Don Templeman· 
"I look to Don for leadership 
this season." 
DARLING IS ALSO counting 
on cqnsiderable help from a 
group of sophomores who last 
year compiled a 7-1 record as 
freshmen. Bob W arnsley and 
Jim LeMaster, especiaHy, are 
two members who will be bat­
tling for starting spots. 
LeMaster led the frosh in scor-
M A C K  
D O R E  
ing last year while W arnsley 
played the role of playmaker in 
leading the Cubs to seven vict­
ories. Other highly touted soph-· 
omores are Don Klein, Dennis 
Best, Roy Smith and Paul Craig. 
Though optimistic about the 
sophomore crop, Darling is also 
realistic as he stated, "We'll 
have games when we're great 
and games when we'll look hor­
ribl-e. This is to be expected with 
lack of experience. There is no 
short cut to experience but I 
feel our boys have more poise 
than the average sophomores." 
LEADING THE list of trans­
fer students is a trio from Olney 
Junior College in the persons of 
Bill Carson, Jim Corrona and 
Gary Cardinal. Corrona and Car­
dinal both carry loaded reputa­
.tions from their junior college 
days· into the Panther camp and 
Darling indicated they could be 
the starting guards. 
The 6'5" Carson, though not 
receiving the raves that the two 
guards grabbed at Olney, is real · 
tough on the boards. "He has to 
improve a lot on defense but is 
a fine shooter from any position 
on the floor," said Darling. 
A VITAL WEAKNESS on last 
year's squad was the lack of 
$ 1 6.99 
Brown 
Black 
Olive 
Shoes 
South Side of Square 
"OK" Used Cars 
1966 Chevy Impala Sport . coupe - With Air - Few Mi les 
1966 Corvair · Monza COupe - Real Nice 
1965 Chevy II Nova 4 Door - Economical 
1963 Ford Fairlane 500 - 4 Door 
, . 
Several Low Priced Cars 
LINDLEY CHEVROLET 
"STUDENTS AT HOME HERE" 
bench strength. This 
bench should be one of 
points in the Panth .. 
Darling feels the bencl 
measurably stronger. " 
to use more playe1' 
because we can run h 
minutes and make a 
change and not be h1,1 
cented the head mentoll 
Darling said, "There 
sies on the schedule. 
way we like it though. I 
ish at . . 500 for the 
good season." 
"Indiana State is 
best teams in the coun 
or small college. We 
Kentucky State who 
beat Tennessee State." 
Eastern1s main 
lack of the big man 
felt that, "we'll have 
line size though not 
6'9" man. The matter 
co-ordif!ated will take 
but as. the season 
we'll get better." 
Publication of 
notice is to be 
ficial notificatiell 
members of the 
community. All 
responsible for 
notices each week. 
• 
Eng lish l' 
All juniors and sen 
not yet satisfle(t the 
ciency require� are 
they should t.W the 
examinatioa for � 
earliest (·onven� l 
nation (whic.:J\ repl 
<·nnttnued Junior I: ..
tion) is given onb' t 
near the end ot the q 
ial E.'xaminatto8 are 
This quartet tho 
l>e g!l·en Tueodllllf X 
7 to IO p.111. �tud 
take the ex11mina 
with the b:nirUoll 
tary (Main 2U<l) "1•1 
\·embe·r 8. �tudt>ntm'. • 
as to their el&tUI 
se<'retary of the B 
St ude-n
'
ts- are I'll' 
must bring their I. 
l'Xa m1na.t� 
four 
Lee Hteln 
Director of 
A�MociMll 
of J.<:ngll8lt 
campus. 
n Participate In 
erence Nov. 
Bay Camp 
Last year 
81 member col­
of Illinois. 
one of the par­
The two offi-
1 be Cheryl 
Stevenson. 
and Darlene 
delegated al­
permits East­
six alternates 
Admire, Bev­
' Judy Guard, 
1 Lamb and 
!OBERT R. STEINMANN PRE• 
IN THE PAWNBROKER CO­
S WITH JAIME SANCH• 
FITZGERALD I DIRECTED 
/ SCREENPLAY BY MORTON 
FRIEDlllN FROM THE NOV• 
LEWIS WALLANT I MUSIC BY 
1"0DUCED BY ROGER LEWIS 
llEW I EXECUTIVE PROOUC• 
II MINER I DISTRIBUTED 
lllUNATIONAL PICTURES. 
Conference 
THE CONFERENCE will 
start Friday evening and con­
tinue until early Sunday after­
noon. The major function is 
to bid for the sectional sports­
days in the different sports 
sponsored by the W AA's 
throughout the state. Other ac­
tivities of the weekend are group 
· discussions, business meetings, 
social activities and a final ban­
quet with a guest speaker. 
Ti • .  e Schedule For 
Co-Rec Changed 
The athletic department has 
announced new times for the co­
recreational activities for the re­
mainder of the quarter. The 
schedule for co-rec swimming is 
as follows : 
Monday-7-9 :30 p.m. 
Tuesday-7-9 :30 p.m. 
Wednesday-closed 
Thu�day-7-9 :30 p.m. 
Friday-7-9 :30 p.m. 
Saturday-11 a.m.-1 p.m. 
Sunday-1-3 p.m. 
OTHER CO-REC activities are 
scheduled at 7-9 :30 p.m. on Fri­
day and 1-3 p.m. on Sunday. 
The schedule for IM basketball 
and badminton practice has also 
been announced by . the intra­
mural office. The hours the gym 
will be open are 7-9 :30 p.m . .  Mon­
day through Thursday. IM bas­
ketball teams can also practice 
on Saturday morning from 9 
a.m.-1 p.m. 
Patronize Your News Advertisers 
For the photographic record of your 
wedding, the services of a qualified 
professional photographer are essen­
tial. Call us today, won't you? 
B E  R J  R A M  
S T U D I O  
West Side of Square 
PHONE 5-642 1 
FRIDAY AND SA TU RDA Y 
free, Free to the first 50 girls 
Invisible Bikini 
when a pretty 
UL trades in 
ller bed sheet 
for a BIKINI ! 
• • •\\\\n(\� I� '1lt11£ \NVIS1-:··•11!f\fr i 
·91K1N1 
.PATMECOl.OR 
Frosh Oppose 
Indiana State 
Eastern's freshman football 
squad closes out its season this 
Friday with a home contest 
against Indiana State at 2 p.m. 
on Lincoln Field. 
The frosh will be trying to get 
back on the winning track Fri­
day after dropping a game to 
the Redbirds ·of Illinois State 
last Friday, 3-0 .. 
ILLINOIS STATE picked up 
its three points toward the end 
of the first quarter on a nine 
yard field goal by Butch Cotter. 
After this early score, the Pan­
thers stopped the Redbirds cold 
throughout the remainder of the 
game. 
In the third quarter Eastern 
held Illinois State at the ElO 
and took over on downs. With 
four minutes left in the game the 
Panther Cubs exhibi.ted a goal 
line stand and took over on 
downs again, this time on the 
El. 
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Photo by Betty O'Neal 
EASTERN'S deepest penetra­
tion in the first quarter was to 
the I27 where the Redbirds held 
on downs. In the third quarter 
Dave Lukachik intercepted a 
State pass on E25 but the Cubs 
could not move the ball and again 
had to give up the ball on 
downs. 
Hernandoes Vs. Titans 
The Titans, in jerseys with white stripes, prepare to pass the 
pigskin against the Hernandoes in last week's championship 
game for the IM title. The Hernandoes edged the Thomas Hall  
team, 7-6, to capture first place i n  the league. 
THE REDBIRDS out-rushed 
Eastern, 109 yards to 59 yards. 
The Cubs leading ground gainer 
was Larry Angelo, who picked 
up 49 yards rushing. 
Hernandoes 'Capture IM Title 
With 7-6_ Victory Over Titans 
Weekly Events 
FOOTBALL 
Nov. &-Central Michigan 
( 1 :30 p.m. ) ,  home 
SOCCER 
Nov. 5-Quincy ( 1 1  a.m. ) ,  
?ame 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Nov. &-State Meet, home 
The Hernandoes defeated the 
Titans last Thursday and clinch­
ed first 'place in the independent 
division of intramural flag foot­
ball. 
By winning their final contest, 
the Hernandoes finished the sea­
son with a perfect 7-0 record 
compared to runner-up Titans 
�cord of 6-1. Third pI6- -went· 
to the Norsemen of Tayiti'r Hall 
who compiled a 5-2 won-lost rec­
ord with both losses coming at 
CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
will have a representative on campus 
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For information about certification, procedures and 
teaching opportunities, arrange for appointment at: 
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE 
M I L L E R S  
• Wheel  Aligning • Brake Service 
• Monroe Shocks 
· Wheel Balancing and Front End Re-Building 
Motor Tune-up 
3 1 6  SIXTH STREET 
Radiator Repair 
PHONE DI 5-3335 
the hands of the Hernandoes and 
Titans: 
SIGMA TAU Gamma remain· 
ed in first place in the fraternity 
division of flag football by · de­
feating the PIKE's last week, 
27-0. Sig Tau's had a perfect 5-0 
record g-oing into yesterday's 
game with the T'E;:KE's. 
Righf on the heels 6f the Sig 
Tau's are the Phi Sig's who have 
compiled a 4-1 record going in­
to yesterday's contest with Sig­
ma Pi. Last week the Phi Sig's 
won their only game by down­
ing Alpha Kappa Lambda, 39->6. · 
Through last week's matches, 
Sigma Pi remained undefeated 
and atop the IM soccer stand­
ings. The Sig Pi's have a perfect 
5-0 record but Phi Sigma Epsilon 
is hot on their heels with a 4-1 
mark. 
THE TIT ANS nabbed first 
place in the independent soccer 
league with a 4-0 record. Last 
week, the Titans edged the 
Grads, 4-1, to clinch . the title 
and leave the Grads with a 3-1 
record and runner-up honors. 
AUTHORIZED DEALER 
McARTHU R'S 
HONDA 
MALE HELP 
WANTED 
Wailers and 
Kitchen Workers 
Little Venice 
Restaurant 
Apply in person 
after 4:30 P,M. 
7 45 6th Street 
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Ma king U p  
Knoked Out!  
The Poor Dea r 
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Si i i reeens Wa i l  
'Fake' Disaster 
'Fakes Out' Hospi 
